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In June 1997, four countries from the Bay of Bengal region, Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka and 
Thailand constructed a sub-regional economic cooperation through the Bangkok Declaration, 
‘to promote sub-regional cooperation in the areas of trade, investment, technological exchange’ 
and contribute to peace and prosperity in the region. Soon Myanmar joined the organization 
followed by Nepal and Bhutan in 2004. With seven countries as members, the organization 
adopted a new name—Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic 
Cooperation (BIMSTEC). In order to serve as a bridge between South and Southeast Asia and 
to reinforce sub-regional cooperation BIMSTEC explores areas of common interest and at 
present cooperates in 14 such sectors comprising Trade and Investment; Transport and 
Communication; Energy; Tourism; Technology; Fisheries; Agriculture; Public Health; Poverty 
Alleviation; Counter-terrorism and Transnational Crime; Environment and Disaster 
Management; People-to-People Contact; Cultural Cooperation; and Climate Change. Each 
member country is tasked to lead one or more sectors depending on its national expertise.  

However, much of BIMSTEC’s promise to ‘harness shared and accelerated growth through 
mutual co-operation ... by utilizing regional resources and geographical advantages’ has 
remained confined to paper. Recently, with the resurgence of strategic and economic interests 
in the Bay as part of a larger maritime strategic space, namely, the Indo-Pacific, BIMSTEC as a 
promising sub-regional grouping is gaining traction. The Bay being the key transit route 
between the Indian and the Pacific Oceans is located at the intersection of Indian and Chinese 
strategic interests impacting deeply all other BIMSTEC member-countries. Moreover, the Bay 
is plagued by a variety of non-traditional security threats such as illegal migration and armed 
piracy. Freedom of navigation in these waters, controlling transnational threats, harnessing and 
sharing the Bay’s natural wealth, promoting infrastructural and people-to-people connectivity 
thus become common issues for BIMSTEC member countries. India, in particular, with its 
Look/Act East Policy has a major stake in bringing together South and Southeast Asian 
countries in such a common endeavour with long-standing consequences for the balance of 
power in the Indo-Pacific. Indeed, it is possible that the membership of BIMSTEC may be 
expanded to BIMSTEC Plus in view of the growing shared interests of the countries in this 
region. Therefore, a lot more effort and commitment is required than exhibited so far as to 
reinvigorate the organization into a robust multilateral forum. When the whole world is at a 
critical strategic crossroads the BIMSTEC in its own way has an opportunity to set an example. 

Against this backdrop, The Kolkata Colloquium was organized in which academics, thinkers, 
policy makers, journalists and other important stakeholders of the BIMSTEC countries as well 
as potential partners were assembled to analyse the brand value of BIMSTEC, its opportunities 
for wider collaboration and understanding of the prevalent narratives within BIMSTEC. 
Accordingly, the discussions in the conference were set out to generate larger perspectives for 
harnessing the maximum opportunities and benefits of the organisation. 
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Session I - Connecting Nations within BIMSTEC (rail, road and air) 

Connectivity is one the most significant issues that engage both strategic and economic aspects 
of policymaking in the BIMSTEC region. It is widely believed that greater connectivity in 
terms of infrastructure would facilitate greater economic benefits to follow. For India, 
developments in connectivity promise to be the harbingers of striking changes in her eastern 
and northeastern states including the city of Kolkata. India’s Northeast could play a significant 
role in not only further consolidating India–Bangladesh bilateral cooperation, but also offer an 
opportunity to facilitate BIMSTEC’s sub-regional cooperation. While there are several 
infrastructure connectivity projects across the region such as the Trilateral Highway Project, 
the Kaladan Multi-Modal Transit Transport Project and so on, many of the projects have 
witnessed challenges such as unforeseen delays or impediments such as regime changes. 
According this session will comprised discussions on the necessity of connectivity to better 
link the region. What are the main impediments that have affected the development of rail, road 
and water connectivity? What are the suggestions for rapid progress to remove the constraints 
that might come up at the workshop? How do we see structural changes in bridging the gap in 
the near future? These were few of the questions that this session addressed. 

Session II: Maritime Connectivity and Significance of the Bay of Bengal 

In present times, the Bay of Bengal has gained salience as part of a strategic maritime space. 
Located at the intersection of the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean, the Bay is also home to 
important Sea Lanes of Communication which are used for trade through the Strait of Malacca. 
The assertive rise of China has created apprehensions about the freedom of navigation in these 
waters. Efforts are thus being undertaken by the powers that operate in these waters to re-
kindle connectivity across the Bay and partake of its benefits. This session thus looked into 
how the Bay littorals as well as other stakeholders are undertaking bilateral and multilateral 
initiatives to reinvigorate connectivity in the Bay. What are the impediments that hinder trade 
and connectivity across the Bay and how can these be overcome? How can cooperation in 
maritime safety and security be strengthened in the Bay in the light of both traditional and non-
traditional security concerns? As the only sub-regional organization operating in the Bay, how 
can BIMSTEC help strengthen and institutionalize multilateral maritime connectivity in these 
waters? These were the few key questions that the session intended to raise. 

Session III: Climate Change, Disaster Management and BIMSTEC 

The Bay of Bengal region is witness to frequent and disruptive natural disasters which have 
called for the establishment of robust disaster management networks and apparatuses in 
countries like India and Indonesia. In addition, the region is also being affected by climate 
change and its attendant impacts. This session highlighted the need for a coordinated approach 
towards mitigation of climate change and effective management of disasters under the 
intuitional framework of the BIMSTEC.  

The key questions addressed in this session were: Does climate change as an exogenous force 
feature in the equations of connectivity initiatives between the nations of the regions? How are 
nations preparing to combat such a force? There are circumstances where mitigation might not 
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remain an option, instead, adaptation measures need to be pursued. What are the possible in 
situ adaptation measures? Can the withdrawal of population, if executed strategically and 
managed efficiently, be a way to adapt to forces of climate change in regions where neither 
mitigation nor in situ adaptation can work? Is transboundary cooperation between nations 
feasible?  

Session IV: Enhancing Trade: Engaging Members in BIMSTEC  

One of the key drivers of strengthening regional cohesion is trade. However, despite the 
historical connect which characterizes BIMSTEC countries, commercial interactions are yet to 
be utilized optimally. Therefore, numerous avenues remain open to facilitate and boost trade in 
the region. The key questions that needed to be answered were: what inhibits trade linkages to 
develop despite the availability of abundant opportunities? Can the movements of investments 
across economies be accentuated through structural economic measures? Or are the political, 
strategic and security concerns so overbearing that they erode the growth of trade and 
investment linkages across the region?  

Session V: Historical and Cultural Linkages within BIMSTEC 

Cultural connections between India and BIMSTEC countries (and more generally the countries 
of Southeast Asia) have aroused comments in official statements and the media frequently. 
Such a comment looks back not only to ancient history but other recent networks associated 
with migration, tourism and commerce. With the exception of inputs from Buddhist 
pilgrimages and the Archaeological Survey of India in Myanmar and Cambodia, and some 
growth of nostalgia tourism between India and Bangladesh, little has been done towards 
building awareness of such connections. The narrative of the ‘connect’ is stuck in time and 
framework of reference, despite the excitement generated by the writing of Amitava Ghosh and 
Sunil Amrit. Additionally, cooperation in education as important segments of cultural 
interaction may pave the way to strengthen people-to-people connectivity. Against this 
backdrop, this session raised questions regarding what connect had been established between 
India and the other littorals, why it attracted limited awareness and what could be done about 
the state of affairs, and most importantly, how tourism can play an important role in 
strengthening inter littoral relations. 

Special Panel Discussion 1: RCEP and BIMSTEC: Can the Two Tango? 

India’s participation in the mega-trade agreement, Regional Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership (RCEP), has long been debated and sentiments around the subject are quite divided 
and divergent. The RCEP initiative will be the largest trade bloc in Asia and the biggest Free 
Trade Agreement (FTA) in which India has ever participated. One of the most debatable issues 
in the ongoing RCEP negotiations is India’s overall trade deficits which are increasing over the 
years (to begin with, India has huge trade deficits with most of the RCEP members). While the 
negotiating partners in RCEP have been insisting India to open up its goods market, there is 
reluctance in acceding to India’s demand for liberalization in services. The domestic industry 
in India is also wary about China’s participation in the RCEP that might weaken the 
competitiveness of Indian products in the trade bloc while providing easier access of Chinese 
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goods to the Indian markets. In these circumstances, the growing importance of the BIMSTEC 
cannot be undermined as well because of India’s interest to participate along with a few 
countries which are mutually present in both the groups. In fact, the BIMSTEC Free Trade 
Agreement and its relevance have an important role to play in this entire idea as well.  

Therefore, it was important to deliberate on the following issues: How will it enhance the 
export competitiveness of domestic firms and boost the Make in India’ campaign? Are the two 
frameworks—RCEP and BIMSTEC—counteractive or complementary to each other in its 
functions? How can the two frameworks become successful with the above-stated 
circumstances?  

Special Panel Discussion 2: Future of BIMSTEC within the Geostrategic Narrative of the 
‘Indo-Pacific’ 

Rather than an ideational construct the Indo-Pacific must be understood as a collective of 
multiple sub-regions. Hence, to understand its dynamics, it is important to delve into the 
developments that are occurring in these geo-political spaces. One such sub-region is the 
maritime space of the Bay of Bengal, strategically located between the Indian Ocean and the 
Pacific Ocean. The Bay once a livelihood of trade and connectivity is fast regaining its 
economic and strategic significance as it becomes critically important to protect the many Sea 
Lanes of Communication that traverse through its waters. In a future that is riddled with 
competition for energy and many other resources, the Bay with its wealth of hydrocarbons and 
sea routes vital for energy trade has become an arena of both cooperation and competition 
amongst its many stakeholders. In such a scenario, the BIMSTEC, with its members 
encompassing the Bay littorals, has a major role in shaping the Bay’s future dynamics as also 
in contributing to their multidimensional development. In the broader perspective, it is thus 
possible that BIMSTEC will play a more expansive role within the Indo-Pacific. Under such 
circumstances, the following issues were deliberated upon. As the only sub-regional 
organization exclusive to the Bay, in what ways can BIMSTEC enter into collaborative 
ventures with other regional/sub-regional organizations to further integrate the Indo-Pacific? 
What are the multiple avenues in which BIMSTEC members can increase or begin cooperation 
to have an impact beyond the Bay? In a situation where many non-littoral powers are now 
major stakeholders in the Bay, what is the possibility of a BIMSTEC Plus in the broader 
context of the Indo-Pacific? 

Media Workshops 
  
In the special panel discussions, media approaches of respective member countries of the 
BIMSTEC towards the organization as a whole will be discussed. The deliberations of the 
panelists would cover issues such as the degree of importance that the media accords to 
BIMSTEC, the impact of regional and global political dynamics on the organization and how 
the media perceives the renewed interest in BIMSTEC by the member countries.  

Two sessions were created to discuss the role of the media. While the first session has been 
entitled, ‘BIMSTEC: Media’s Assessment’, the second session is called ‘Assessing the Media: 
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BIMSTEC in Perspective’. The first session would address two important questions: How is 
BIMSTEC being perceived by the media as a new strategic framework in the region? What role 
can the media play in bringing BIMSTEC closer to the people? The second session would 
address: Which sector/sectors of the BIMSTEC has/have drawn media’s maximum 
assessment? Are we satisfied with the role that the media has played with regard to the 
BIMSTEC? 
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A two-day Kolkata Colloquium 2019 on Reimagining BIMSTEC was organised by Observer 
Research Foundation (ORF) in Kolkata on 28 and 29 November 2019 at The LaLiT Great 
Eastern Hotel, Kolkata, India in collaboration with Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, New Delhi, 
Centre for New Economic Diplomacy and Department for International Development, U.K. As 
the first of ORF Kolkata’s flagship annual event, it hosted fifty one participants from 
BIMSTEC member countries engaging academics, thinkers, policy makers, journalists and 
other important stakeholders. 

Established 22 years ago in 1997 and lying mostly idle, the resurgence of strategic and 
economic interests in the Bay as a part of the Indo-Pacific has caused the BIMSTEC, a sub-
regional grouping of the Bay littorals, to gain traction. Gauging the significance of this 
opportune moment the Colloquium sought to explore the brand value of BIMSTEC, its 
opportunities for wider collaboration through BIMSTEC Plus and the prevalent narratives 
within the organization. The Colloquium started with the inaugural session followed by four 
business sessions and four special panel discussions. It also hosted three interactive sessions, 
one media workshop and concluded with a valedictory session. 

Inaugural Session 
 
Chair: Sunjoy Joshi, Chairman, Observer Research Foundation  
Welcome Address: Nilanjan Ghosh, Director, Observer Research Foundation, Kolkata 
Inaugural Keynote: M. Shahidul Islam, Secretary General of BIMSTEC, Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Special Address: Peter Rimmele, Resident Representative India, Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung 
 

 
Panellists at the Inaugural Session 
From left: Nilanjan Ghosh, M. Shahidul Islam, Sunjoy Joshi and Peter Rimmele 
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Chairing the inaugural session of the 
Kolkata Colloquium, Sunjoy Joshi drew the 
attention of the audience to the Bay of 
Bengal as an example of the power of 
cartography. The Bay had once been a 
livelihood of trade and connectivity that 
reached its zenith in the colonial era. It 
represented a microcosm of globalization 
much before the actual phenomenon began 
to set in. However, several factors that 
brought about the downfall of the colonial 
era ushered in an era of nationalism in which 
the littoral countries sought to prioritize self-

sufficiency rather than cultivate their trade dependencies. With a subsequent redrawing of 
mental maps the Bay got bifurcated into South and Southeast Asia and over time receded into 
isolation as a backwater of the Indian Ocean, only to be remembered when struck by natural 
calamities for which the Bay is infamous. Artificial or constructed barriers thus obstructed the 
natural confluence of commerce and culture that had once characterized the Bay.  

The platform of BIMSTEC, however, by seeking to promote multilateral collaboration and 
integration in the Bay challenged this cartographical divide. It has the potential to be the 
political, cultural and economic bridge between South and Southeast Asia. The shared past of 
the Bay littorals and the present lack of any major disputes amongst them provides BIMSTEC 
with the necessary impetus to foster regional trade, security and development against the 
backdrop of a world which is steadily receding into bilateralism.  

In his Welcome Address Nilanjan Ghosh 
noted that BIMSTEC can emerge as an 
organic response to meet the collective 
socio-economic and political needs of the 
region especially in the light of untapped 
potential and significant political threats 
that it faces. Questions were raised about 
the BIMSTEC FTA and the possible 
future of economic cooperation in the 
region. It was argued that proper 

commercial integration within BIMSTEC 
could transform it into a strong economic 
bloc and even pave the way towards 
having a common currency in the region. A strong and well-conceived BIMSTEC may also 
have the potential to balance the power dynamic in the Indo-Pacific.  

Nilanjan Ghosh delivering the Welcome Address at the
Inaugural Session 

Sunjoy Joshi chairing the Inaugural Session 
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On that note, Shahidul Islam in his 'Inaugural Keynote’ explained how BIMSTEC had been 
formed in 1997 for rapid economic development in the region in it various identified sectors of 
cooperation. Presently, the organization cooperates in 14 such sectors. It must be noted that the 
region is one of the fastest growing regions of the world in terms of economy but till date inter 
country trade amongst the littorals of the Bay amounts to only 6 per cent. However, after years 
of dormancy, it is only in recent years that the Bay littorals have realized the need for renewed 
regional commitment which coincides with the resurgence of interest in the Bay of Bengal that 
has attracted numerous stakeholders into its waters.  

Accordingly, a number of initiatives have 
been undertaken post the Goa Retreat of 
2016. Since then, the member states have 
engaged in the Coastal Shipping 
Agreement and the BIMSTEC Motor 
Vehicle Agreement. The member countries 
have also participated in a ports conclave 
to enhance port connectivity in the region. 
Efforts are also underway to facilitate a 
more conducive visa regime to promote the 

BIMSTEC sector of tourism. The strength 
of BIMSTEC lies in utilizing the cultural 
synergy amongst its members to promote 

connectivity, economic cooperation and people-to-people connections. Media can also play a 
deterministic role in aiding BIMSTEC to regain its vigour. 

However, the growth story of BIMSTEC is fraught with many challenges. The level of 
communication and connectivity remains low among the member states. This was proved when 
the first cultural festival had to be postponed due to lack of response to the initiative by 
member countries. Another problem area is that the Bay of Bengal region is one of the most 
disaster prone regions and frequently experiences several kinds of natural disasters like 
cyclones and tsunamis which cause disruption in trade across the Bay. As climate change is on 
the rise, natural calamities are likely to increase in future. Therefore, to create disaster 
preparedness in the region, it is necessary that BIMSTEC invokes local actors to undertake 
preparatory measures. However, despite such difficulties, BIMSTEC remains a platform for 
discussing ways of combating environmental degradation, drugs and human trafficking across 
borders.  

Adding to the list of hindrances that 
BIMSTEC continues to face, Peter Rimmele 
in his Special Address identified that the 
organizations lack resources and 
opportunities which can only be overcome if 
the member countries fully commit to the 
idea of multilateralism. In the context of 

M. Shahidul Islam delivering the Inaugural Keynote at
the Inaugural Session 

Peter Rimmele delivering the Special Address at the 
Inaugural Session 
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India, BIMSTEC has acquired renewed significance in recent years as a part of India’s Act 
East Policy as it can serve as a necessary platform for regional cooperation. Regional 
organizations, as Rimmele observed, are not the end but a process. In this regard, the European 
Union could serve as a suitable model of reference for BIMSTEC, keeping in mind the specific 
requirements of the region. The session concluded on the note that in a world in which the 
Trans-Atlantic consensus is faltering, it is important to reverse from regressing into bilateralism 
and use BIMSTEC to enhance multilateral collaborations. However, the organization lacks 
both resources and capacity and this can only be overcome when the members freely commit to 
the idea of multilateralism. BIMSTEC is yet to be prioritized by its members but a polycentric 
government approach, clear identification of agendas and economic commitment can bring the 
organization into limelight within the Indo-Pacific. 

Opening Panel: Connecting Nations within BIMSTEC 
Chair: Sunjoy Joshi, Chairman, Observer Research Foundation 
Panellists: Pinak Ranjan Chakravarty, Visiting Fellow, ORF, New Delhi, India; Nisha Taneja, 
Professor, Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER), New 
Delhi, India; Daw Than Than Htay, Member, Myanmar Institute of Strategic and International 
Studies (MISIS), Yangon, Myanmar; C. Raja Mohan, Director, Institute of South Asian Studies 
(ISAS), National University of Singapore (NUS)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Progressing with the Colloquium, the first panel discussion, chaired once again by Sunjoy 
Joshi, sought to explore the connectivity linkages amongst the member countries of BIMSTEC 
and discuss the importance of hard and soft forms of connectivity in rejuvenating the 
organization. Taking a cue from the deliberations of the Inaugural Session, conversations 
began on how despite being home to numerous trade routes and being a large depository of 
resources, the arena of the Bay of Bengal still remains as one of the least connected regions in 
the world. Pinak Ranjan Chakravarty put forward that BIMSTEC has remained mostly 

Opening Panel on ‘Connecting nations within BIMSTEC’ 
From left: Than Than Htay, Pinak Ranjan Chakravarty, Sunjoy Joshi, Nisha Taneja and  
C. Raja Mohan 
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dormant since its inception for various bureaucratic, economic and political reasons. The 
colonial legacy particularly has been the reason for an atmosphere of apprehension and 
mistrust amongst the members. There is also power asymmetry in the region and India is often 
perceived by small littorals as an overwhelming power. As a result, little work has been done 
to boost intercountry connectivity. Lack of intercountry banking mechanisms and increasing 
financial problems has also affected multilateral integration. For example, there is only one 
Indian bank in Bangkok, Thailand. If linkages are to be indeed revived, the BIMSTEC sector 
of tourism, which has substantial growth potential, needs to be developed. The prevalence of 
Buddhist culture and tourist attractions in India, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Thailand provide the 
opportunity for the creation of a regional Buddhist circuit, which would appeal not only to 
domestic but also to foreign tourists. Coupled with a more liberal visa system, tourism may 
contribute substantially towards regional integration.  
 
Nisha Taneja pointed out that in 2008 the Asian Development Bank had prepared a 
consultant’s report that had been designed to help promote interregional integration by 
increasing trade and travel among the BIMSTEC countries. The expected outcomes in this 
report would assist in the overall enhancement of intraregional transport infrastructure, 
improve logistics and reduce transport time and costs. However, the blueprint had never been 
implemented. Ten years later, in 2018, the renewed interest within BIMSTEC has paved the 
way for a revised framework and its implementation with the assistance of advanced 
technology which has been developed in the interim period. Connectivity, however, cannot be 
sustained in the absence of robust trade amongst the BIMSTEC members. The BIMSTEC 
Free Trade Agreement is, therefore, pertinent for the region’s development. Moreover, if only 
cargo traffic increases will the private sector be more interested in investing in regional 
integration projects. Taneja also outlined how seamless transportation is important for 
connectivity and in this respect she highlighted that the Convention on International Transport of 

Goods Under Cover of TIR Carnets must be adopted by the BIMSTEC countries. Also, for multi-
modal connectivity to succeed there is need for better coordination amongst the different 
ministries and agencies. 
 
On that note Than Than Htay offering a Myanmar perspective to the unfolding discussions 
noted that in the Kathmandu Declaration, BIMSTEC leaders reiterated their resolve to establish 
seamless multi-model transportation links and synchronized transit facilities through the 
development of highways, railways, waterways, sea routes and airways in the region by 
promoting regional connectivity and free trade. Presently, as BIMSTEC finds itself at the 
centre of several trans-regional connectivity plans and projects, Myanmar is in a strategic 
position to connect BIMSTEC with other corridors, such as the China-Myanmar Economic 
Corridor (CMEC), Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM), Mekong-Lancang Economic 
Development Belt, Asian Highway Network, ASEAN Connectivity 2025, Greater Mekong 
Sub-region (GMS) and Mekong-Japan Cooperation. However, there are challenges such as 
armed conflicts and insurgencies which Myanmar has to overcome to successfully implement 
connectivity with BIMSTEC.  
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While concluding the panel C. Raja Mohan talked of partitions limiting the BIMSTEC. The 
first is the political partition that divided Punjab and Bengal, the two frontier regions which 
connected India to many neighbouring regions. This led to the creation of new boundaries 
which has led to several unresolved conflicts which the member states continue to bear as 
colonial legacy. The choice of economic partition that was consciously adopted by the Bay 
littoral countries followed soon after and has only been reaffirmed with an inward looking 
mindset that continues to characterize the region. Several partitions also exist within India itself 
as free movement of goods within the country continues to be inhibited; there are areas which 
are termed as protected regions where one cannot buy property. The internal barriers make it 
difficult for India’s neighbours to access its markets. Hence, structural changes are necessary 
within India as also within BIMSTEC to promote trade and connectivity in the region. 

Business Session I on Maritime Connectivity and Significance of the Bay of Bengal 
Chair: Anasua Basu Ray Chaudhury, Senior Fellow, ORF, Kolkata 
Speakers: Rohan Masakorala, CEO, Shipper’s Academy, Colombo, Sri Lanka; Kept Wan 
Baderul Hisan bin Wan Muda, Director, Contemporary Security,  Malaysian Institute of 
Defence and Security ( MiDAS ), Malaysia; Nazneen Ahmad, Senior Research Fellow, 
Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies, Bangladesh; and Sanjay Chaturvedi, Professor 
and Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences, Department of International Relations, South Asian 
University, New Delhi, India 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Delving deeper into the issues of connectivity, the first business session of the day was devoted 
to understanding maritime connectivity within BIMSTEC that is inextricably intertwined with 
the dynamics of the Bay of Bengal. As the chair of the session, Anasua Basu Ray Chaudhury 
commenced the deliberations with an introduction on how the Bay, situated at the intersection 
of the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean, was gaining strategic salience for India and other 

Business Session I on ‘Maritime Connectivity and Significance of the Bay of Bengal’ 
From left: Kept Wan Baderul Hisan bin Wan Muda, Rohan Masakorala, Anasua Basu 
Ray Chaudhury, Nazneen Ahmad and Sanjay Chaturvedi 
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BIMSTEC members, especially with China's emergence as an assertive maritime power in 
these waters. The Bay hosts some of the most vital Sea Lanes of Communication and is in 
close proximity to the East–West shipping route. India, however, has lost multiple chances to 
utilize the unfolding opportunities in this region such as the Hambantota port of Sri Lanka that 
was subsequently taken by China. As India seeks to strengthen its engagement with its eastern 
neighbours and gain prominence in the region, it has become necessary for the country to 
engage in collaboration with other BIMSTEC members who are also the littorals of the Bay.  

Rohan Masakorala, speaking from the shipowners’ perspective, noted that shipping lines would 
only call on those ports which have economic efficiency and which can offer sufficient cargo 
and this must be kept in mind by the other BIMSTEC countries in trying to promote maritime 
connectivity. Only Sri Lanka of all Bay littorals has been able to effectively tap into the traffic 
of the East–West shipping route owing to its efficiency of ports. Also because of this issue of 
port efficiency, most container ships from the region move to Singapore for trans-shipment and 
only around one-third of it moves to Colombo. Most of the region is only linked through feeder 
shipping routes and passenger traffic in the region continues to be hindered by the dearth of a 
flexible visa regime. Reasonable bunker cost at ports is also an important factor in making the 
ports more appealing to shipowners. In comparison to Singapore, in Sri Lanka the cost of 
bunker is around 35 dollars more. Therefore, to increase the shipping traffic in the region such 
economic efficiency must be developed by the ports of member countries. 

One of the most important factors which provide the Bay its strategic significance is the 
proximity of this maritime space to the Strait of Malacca, a narrow stretch of water which is 
crucial for trade between the countries of East and West Asia. As the Bay merges into the Strait 
of Malacca via the Andaman Sea, any security concern challenging the freedom of navigation 
in this Strait is likely to have a negative impact on the maritime connectivity in the Bay itself. 
Kept Wan Baderul Hisan bin Wan Muda, therefore, explaining the significance of the Strait for 
BIMSTEC countries delved into the non-traditional security threats prevailing in its waters. 
These range from piracy and robberies at sea to terrorism, refugee crisis, illegal immigration 
and disaster emergencies. Such challenges has made it necessary to have a collaborative 
security arrangement and accordingly, the Malacca Straits Patrolis undertaken by Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand in order to ensure the safe passage of ships in these waters.  

Apart from security challenges, there are other more technical hindrances which continue to 
obstruct maritime connectivity amongst the Bay littoral countries. Nazneen Ahmed identified 
three such restraints. The first is the dearth and consequent need for infrastructural 
development and a holistic view of financial provisions. The second is the need for skill 
development and capacity building in the region wherein the BIMSTEC members can be 
mutually beneficial. The third is concern about the Rohingya issue. If not resolved in time it 
can hinder connectivity initiatives between BIMSTEC members, particularly Bangladesh.  

Finally, Sanjay Chaturvedi stated that in trying to re-imagine BIMSTEC in the 21st century, it 
becomes necessary to examine the issue of connectivity, keeping in mind the overarching 
frame of climate change, economic development and the prospects of blue economy. He opined 
that in present times because of technological advancements, connectivity has come to replace 
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division as the new paradigm of global organization in many cases. However, spread of such 
technological know-how and the rise of traffic have also increased the eminence of threats as 
well. On that note he stressed on the need for a strong grouping around the Indian Ocean. 
Finally, the session concluded on the note that before reimagining BIMSTEC it was important 
to re-imagine the Bay itself as a ‘Bay of Hope’ rather than a ‘Bay of Fear’.  

In-Conversation: Bertil Lintner, Correspondent, Asia Times, Hong Kong 
Chair: Suhasini Haidar, Diplomatic Editor, The Hindu, New Delhi, India 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As one of its highlights, the Colloquium featured a conversation with Bertil Lintner, 
moderated by Suhasini Haidar to understand the role of media in BIMSTEC. In the context 
that South Asia ranks low in the media freedom index in comparison to the rest of the world, 
Haidar raised the issue that present-day governments ‘want to be the narrative’ rather than 
only seeking its control; in this context she wanted to know about Lintner’s perspective on the 
censorship of media in the region. She also posed questions to Lintner about the problem of 
fake news that is increasingly grappling the region.   

In his response, Lintner explains how problems of anonymity of social media posts and 
censorship of journalism have undermined media connectivity in the region. In an age where 
social media platforms are readily available for ‘citizen journalism’ wherein people are free to 
post any scoops without judging its authenticity, news must be sought from credible 
journalists to evade fake reports. However, the convenience of attaining news at zero cost 
from social media has diverted people from purchasing newspapers or magazines for their 
daily updates. There is also the problem of fake publication wherein publishing houses often 

‘In Conversation: Bertil Lintner with Suhasini Haidar’ (from left) 
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print divergent narratives of the original stories for monetary gains. Haidar adds that websites 
popularly known as ‘IT cells’ are often commissioned by other agencies to disseminate 
doctored speeches and spread fake news. 

Moving to questions on the challenges facing the region in terms of low levels of readership, 
Lintner explains that within this region, the number of readers is relatively higher in India than 
other member countries owing to the country’s higher literacy rate. Hence, he deems it 
necessary to promote free education policies and concepts such as 24-hour bookstores to 
improve literacy in the region. Speaking particularly on Myanmar, Lintner highlights that 
media freedom is gradually growing in the country since its press censorship was lifted in 
2012.  

Media Workshop on BIMSTEC: Media’s Assessment 
Chair: Bertil Lintner, Correspondent, Asia Times, Hong Kong 
Speakers: Reaz Ahmad, Executive Editor, Dhaka Tribune, Dhaka, Bangladesh; Priyanjini 
Charitha Fernando, Senior journalist, Colombo, Sri Lanka; Haroon Habib, Senior journalist, 
Dhaka, Bangladesh and Tshering Dorji, Journalist, Kuensel, Bhutan. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While analysing the role of media in BIMSTEC, Bertil Lintner as the chair of the media 
workshop initiated the discussions by stating that BIMSTEC needs publicity but it is up to the 
organization to undertake initiatives that the media can report. Agreeing to his statement, 
Priyanjini Charitha Fernando put forth that ‘media is not a PR agency’, hence, it cannot serve 
as a tool for promoting BIMSTEC if the organization remains static. However, in the wake of 
serious efforts, the media can serve as an advertiser to promote the undetakings. Due to its 
dormancy there is a general lack of awareness about BIMSTEC in the region and beyond in 

Media Workshop on ‘BIMSTEC: Media’s Assessment’ 
From left: Reaz Ahmad, Priyanjini Charitha Fernando, Bertil Lintner, Haroon Habib, 
and Tshering Dorji 
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comparison to the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) which people 
know is in a deadlock condition. Accordingly, the people are unaware of the opportunities that 
BIMSTEC presents and its exact role as a regional organization. Deliberating from a Sri 
Lankan perspective, Fernando eulogized that the political leadership too is not overtly invested 
into the workings of the BIMSTEC and the organization appears low on the list of the 
country’s foreign policy priorities. Accordingly the workings of the organization do not feature 
much in the national media. The occasional reports are mostly event-based, focused on the 
decisions announced and those who attended it. Detailed accounts or analysis are rare and 
follow ups are scarcely made by the media. Therefore to procure more in-depth analysis of the 
interactions within the BIMSTEC, journalists may get in touch with necessary think tanks or 
diplomats. 

Haroon Habib noted that the media had not always been wary of BIMSTEC. At the time of its 
inception, the media nurtured a positive outlook towards the organization which started 
dwindling with the passage of time. Even in rare occasions media reports on BIMSTEC focus 
almost exclusively on transportation and connectivity issues rather than on all the sectors of 
cooperation. However, as SAARC recedes into the background, BIMSTEC can gain 
prominence in the region as a collective platform to address, discuss and mitigate regional 
concerns. The media can play a role in promoting such collaborations as developments in the 
face of challenges that the region confronts. If there is a strong political will amongst the 
BIMSTEC member countries to integrate the region it is likely that media houses in each of 
these countries would also prioritize stories on BIMSTEC thereby creating awareness about the 
organization.  

Speaking of regional challenges, Reaz Ahmad raised an interesting point in saying that in 
South and Southeast Asia, journalists’ presence is often discouraged on sensitive topics such as 
Rohingyas or Kashmir. Nonetheless, the media can still explore a number of concerns within 
the BIMSTEC such as the usage of funds that are available to BIMSTEC or the fact that 
BIMSTEC member countries trade more with the West than with each other, which might 
propel deliberations towards increasing trade in the region. Ahmad also critiqued the way the 
media has reported on the BIMSTEC in the past, covering only high-profile events such as 
summits or international meets, and losing steam in the interim between events. The media 
must, therefore, engage in investigative journalism and instil an approach to follow-up events. 

In the context of the media’s engagement with BIMSTEC Tshering Dorji held that media has 
the power to build the momentum which can persuade the governments of member countries to 
revive the organization. For members like Bhutan which has just made it out of the list of Least 
Developed Countries, BIMSTEC presents an important opportunity for free trade, connectivity 
and multilateral engagement. The Bhutanese government also has the political will to nurture 
ties within BIMSTEC to develop the country’s logistical facilities. Hence, the media of the 
country would be eager to report on BIMSTEC developments. In dealing with sensitive issues 
within the region, the media also has the role to seek the truth and aid in bridging trust deficits 
that may arise between member countries due to their different agendas and policies.  
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Special Panel Discussion on RCEP and BIMSTEC: Can the Two Tango? 
Chair: Nick Low, British Deputy High Commissioner, Kolkata  
Panellists: Heribert Dieter, Senior Associate, German Institute for International and Security 
Affairs, Berlin, Germany; Nilanjan Ghosh, Director, ORF, Kolkata, India; Nahim Razzaq, 
Member, Bangladeshi Jatiya Sangsad, Bangladesh; and Prabir De, Professor, Research and 
Information System for Developing Countries (RIS), New Delhi, India 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chairing the session, Nick Low raised pertinent questions for the speakers to address, such as 
whether the absence of China in the South Asian region would have made trade easier. He 
considers climate change to be a priority for the region. Narrowing down to the theme of the 
discussion, Low floated the broad question of whether BIMSTEC can substitute Regional 
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) or how it can help develop India's relationship 
with the RCEP countries.  

Heribert Dieter argues that there is a large disconnect between the Indian masses and the Indian 
politicians with respect to the benefits of globalization. Majority of the population have a 
favourable attitude towards globalization; the Indian government, however, is reluctant to 
engage in this and questions the compatibility of free trade. In his perspective, he saw better 
prospects for BIMSTEC. He said that various options are available to combat complications in 
trade, security, and climate change. One such option is the creation of custom unions between 
trading countries like European Union (EU). BIMSTEC can take a positive lesson from the 
EU. Comparing the position of India among BIMSTEC member countries to that of Germany 
in the EU, Dieter warns that not every country would be willing to accept India's position in 
matters of cooperation. India needs to strengthen the bond with her South Asian neighbours by 
finding workable solutions through grounds of common interests.  

Commenting on whether BIMSTEC can help develop India's position in the RCEP, Nilanjan 
Ghosh explains that although axiomatically more trade is always better, empirically it is 
challenged from India's perspective. Providing further evidence, he explains that most trade 

Special Panel discussion on ‘RCEP and BIMSTEC: Can the two tango?’ 
From left: Prabir De, Heribert Dieter, Nick Low, Nilanjan Ghosh and Nahim Razzaq 
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agreements, such as the India-Malaysia Comprehensive Economic Cooperation Agreement 
(CECA), have benefited the trading partner more than India. Moreover, edible oil imports from 
Malaysia have negatively affected the domestic oil producing sector in India although 
consumers have benefited largely from it. Therefore, for India to benefit from any trade 
agreement improving the competitiveness of its export sector is an imperative. Secondly, he 
highlights the lack of any empirical study on the impacts of trade agreements on the value 
chains in India. Nilanjan Ghosh lays emphasis on the fact that consumer surplus may not be 
sufficient to outweigh the loss in producer surplus due to these trade agreements. Ghosh, 
focusing on potential of trade among BIMSTEC countries, argues that the absence of China 
and a trade surplus with the South-East Asian countries, except Thailand, is a positive 
indication. BIMSTEC member countries can integrate further by creating a financial block and 
developing a regional stock or commodity exchange in future, as envisaged by Nilanjan Ghosh.  

Nahim Razzaq suggests that the RCEP is a win-win situation for many countries including 
Bangladesh. It provides an opportunity for countries to get access to cheaper and better quality 
products. Limited success of multilateral agreements has increased the proclivity towards 
bilateral connectivity. Razzaq believes that in order to create a competitive market and 
boosting the standards of production, India should ideally participate in the RCEP. However, 
Nahim Razzaq warns that one has to acknowledge that although trade and commerce is of 
priority, it cannot come at the cost of peace and security. He further points out that there is low 
level of human development in the region, and this has been a hindrance to the economic 
growth of' the region. Besides this, the threat of climate change cannot be ignored as the 
agrarian economy forms the backbone of most of the countries in the region. Finally, Razzaq 
suggests that the road ahead requires the implementation of a successful model with leaders as 
stakeholders, taking into consideration the regional aspects that would be mutually beneficial to 
all parties involved. 

Prabir De argued that the decision to opt out of the RCEP can lead to isolation of India, even if 
the risks outweigh the returns. Citing trade data, De states that BIMSTEC trade is abysmally 
low and India should be worried about two implications. Firstly, the BIMSTEC has completed 
its 21st round of talks and although there has been ample discussion on the exchange of goods, 
there has been very little discussion in terms of exchange of services. Secondly, even though 
India for now has rejected the RCEP, in future the country may also reconsider its decision, but 
Myanmar and Thailand have to be incorporated to control the Free Trade Agreement. This will 
help to revitalize the region.  
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Special Panel Discussion on Future of BIMSTEC within the Geostrategic Narrative of the 
Indo-Pacific 
Chair: Krishnan Srinivasan, Former Indian Foreign Secretary and Deputy Secretary General of 
the Commonwealth of Nations 
Panellists: Smruti S. Pattanaik, Research Fellow,  Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses 
(IDSA), New Delhi, India; Robin Ramcharan, Executive Director, Asia Centre, 
Thailand; Gareth Price, Senior Research Fellow, Asia-Pacific Programme, 
Chatham House, London, United Kingdom; and Christian Wagner, Senior 
Fellow, German Institute for International and Security Affairs, Berlin, Germany. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Chairing the last panel discussion of the first day of the Colloquium, Krishnan Srinivasan 
steered the discussion on how BIMSTEC could feature within the narrative of the Indo-Pacific- 
a geo-strategic construct spread over the combined maritime space of the Indian and Pacific 
Oceans.  

Smruti Pattanaik analysed that transnational threats in the Bay of Bengal region can only be 
addressed by BIMSTEC members in collaboration with each other. Certain progress has been 
made in the arena of security cooperation as is evinced by the joint military exercises that was 
held in Pune last year. Efforts must be made to build mutual trust in the region and obstacles in 
the path of intelligence sharing must be overcome. It is presently necessary to make existing 
connectivity projects such as 'Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal (BBIN) Initiative functional 
and extend these to other BIMSTEC countries. To sustain, BIMSTEC needs to reinvent itself 
in a way which will transform it from bureaucratic government-oriented initiative to a more 
people-centric organization.  

While stressing on the phrase ‘Reimagining BIMSTEC’, Robin Ramcharan stated that the 
organization must lay out its fundamental values and highlight its functions to usher clarity in 
its operations. BIMSTEC’s key instruments and summits have seldom articulated a shared 
vision around core sets of values. While the non-littoral states appear to be embracing certain 
core values in pursuit of their strategic objectives through the Indo-Pacific concept, BIMSTEC 
is lagging in this area. It cannot escape the ideological battles that will shape the 21st century—
a battle over values. Greater people to people connectivity will be achieved through better 
framing of common values binding the regions. In this regard, India’s leadership and 
democratic model can be a positive asset as it ‘Acts East’ towards ASEAN. 

Special Panel Discussion on ‘Future of BIMSTEC within the geostrategic narrative of the 
‘Indo-Pacific’ 
From left: Robin Ramcharan, Smruti S. Pattanaik, Krishnan Srinivasan, Christian Wagner 
and Gareth Price 
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Gareth Price, in his turn, argued that there are two different logics necessary for regional 
cooperation—shared security concern and need for functional engagement. However, as all 
countries within BIMSTEC vary in their interpretation of security concerns not all issues are 
perceived as common threats. On the other hand, in the sphere of functional engagement 
BIMSTEC lacks a clear agenda and seeks to cooperate in too many sectors despite its small 
institutional capacity. Under such circumstances, if only BIMSTEC manages to re-establish 
itself as a functional and fruitful organization would countries such as Malaysia or Singapore 
seek to join BIMSTEC and partake of its advantages.  

The final speaker of the session Christian Wagner pointed out that as many BIMSTEC 
members have a prominent relationship with China ranging from security to trade, China’s 
actions in the region will characterize developments within BIMSTEC. Shifting the discussion 
from BIMSTEC to regional organizations in general, Wagner drew a closure to the first day of 
the Colloquium with his deliberation on what is or should be the measure of success for 
regional organizations such as BIMSTEC. In his opinion there have been both, an over and an 
underestimation of the ability of regional organizations. The overestimation lies in the 
overarching emphasis on increased international trade as the necessary path to the development 
of regional economic goals. This emphasis has caused trade to become a replacement for 
dynamic economic reforms of any other kind. The underestimation, on the other hand, lies in 
the lack of emphasis on regional cooperation as a necessary step towards regional confidence 
building, which can express the confidence of a region at global levels.Thus ended the first of 
Kolkata Colloquim 2019.  

Interactive session on Climate Change, Disaster Management and Global Warming with 
Jayanta Bandopadhyay, Visiting Distinguished Fellow, ORF, Kolkata, India and Sugata Hazra, 
Director, School of Oceanographic Studies, Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After a day of exploring the geo-political and geo-economic dimensions of BIMSTEC, the 
second day of the Kolkata Colloquium began with an interactive session between Sugata Hazra 

Interactive session with Sugata Hazra and Jayanta Bandopadhyay (from left) 
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and Jayanta Bandopadhyay, exploring the impact of geo-physical factors on such dynamics. As 
most of the BIMSTEC members share a common geographical space, situated around the rim 
of the Bay, these countries share the risk of exposure to rise of sea level that occurs as a result 
of thermal expansion of the oceans owing to climate change. Furthermore, the continued Green 
House Gas (GHG) emissions particularly by the ‘developed’ Global North contribute to global 
warming, causing glaciers and ice capes to melt. This aggravates the risk of sea level rise 
which is most manifest in areas such as the Bay of Bengal region, where large sections of the 
population reside in coastal areas and are dependent on its resources for their livelihood. 

Climate change also heightens the risk of natural calamities such as cyclones and floods which 
are already frequent in the Bay. Increased frequency of disasters has the potential to disrupt life 
and livelihood in the affected areas. The hinterlands of the Bay of Bengal are also fertile for 
farming; especially the Ganga-Brahmaputra-Meghna basin. However, climate change-induced 
variations in rainfall pattern are expected to have a significant impact on agriculture which is 
one of the primary means of livelihood practised in this region. Concerns thus arises about 
environmental migration and refugees as a possible future security concern within BIMSTEC.  

In view of such common geographic vulnerabilities and transnational ecological concerns, the 
BIMSTEC members must use the organization as a platform to work towards collective 
mitigation. There is need for more efforts such as the BIMSTEC Centre on Weather and 
Climate, that India had set up in New Delhi to provide leadership in weather and climate-
related issues through improved specialized forecasts in the region and bolster multilateral 
cooperation. For so long attention has generally been on the impact on climate change on 
glaciers. Working as a community, BIMSTEC can draw the attention towards its impact on the 
ocean, its resources and ways of collective mitigation. 

Business Session II on Climate Change, Disaster Management and BIMSTEC 
Chair: Anamitra Anurag Danda, Visiting Senior Fellow, ORF, Kolkata 
Speakers: K. M. Parivelan, Associate Professor, TISS Mumbai, India; Cleo Paskal, Associate 
Fellow, Energy, Environment and Resources Department and Asia-Pacific Programme, 
Chatham House, London, United Kingdom; and Runa Sarkar, Professor, Indian Institute of 
Management (IIM) Calcutta, Kolkata, India 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Business Session II on ‘Climate change, Disaster Management and BIMSTEC’ 
From left: Runa Sarkar, Cleo Paskal, Anamitra Anurag Danda and K.M. 
Parivelan 
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In this session, Anamitra Anurag Danda, as the chair, set the tone of the discussion by pointing 
out how the member countries of BIMSTEC continue to be reactive rather than proactive in 
their efforts towards mitigating natural disasters. The focus in the region, he explained, has 
been particularly on disaster response. K.M. Parivelan in his presentation expanded on this 
concern by highlighting how disaster management initiatives have been undertaken in the 
region significantly as a reaction to the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004. Accordingly, India 
passed its Disaster Management Act in 2005 and since then, the country has undertaken 
disaster management policies and plans, established the National Disaster Management 
Authority and formed the National Disaster Response Force, which have been critical in 
mitigating crisis situation in India and in the neighbourhood. However, disaster preparedness is 
yet to be uniformly developed in all parts of the country. In the larger perspective of the Global 
South there remains a sizeable vacuum in terms of necessary research and coordination for 
immediate disaster response. He also emphasized on the importance of community-based 
disaster management and the need to explore indigenous methods of disaster mitigation.  

The three pillars of disaster management—Mitigation, Adaptation and Protection must be 
better integrated in the region. In terms of mitigation it is important for the region to adopt the 
Paris Agreement, the Sendai Framework and the International Disaster Law to produce better 
disaster response. Adaptation, on the other hand, implies disaster resilience and will have to be 
integrated in several sectors across the region such as agriculture and fisheries. Lastly, 
protection is necessary keeping in mind the geographic vulnerability of the region and the 
population living therein. However, strategic atmosphere conducive to the region is the key to 
enhancing such collaborations, as pointed out by Cleo Paskal. China has in the recent past 
emerged as an assertive and prominent power in this maritime space. In the South Pacific 
Islands, China has already made investments and built installations to prevent detrimental 
impacts of climate change such as land inundation. Using such diplomacy China is gaining 
traction in these countries which in turn reinforces their civilian as well as military presence in 
these regions. It is therefore necessary for BIMSTEC countries to mutually re-engage and 
create a collective way of disaster management and means to reduce the impact of climate 
change.  

An obstacle in this path is that the BIMSTEC countries follow a ‘disaster by disaster’ approach 
as a result of which there is significant lack of disaster preparedness in the region. For this 
institution to truly make progress it is important that the countries understand the intertwined 
nature of geo-political, geo-economic and geo-physical factors and act accordingly. Speaking 
in this regard Runa Sarkar noted that while the low availability of funds is a restraining factor 
in regional development, the process of fund utilization also requires considerable deliberation. 
Therefore, BIMSTEC as a collective organization must not only manage funds but must also 
engage in collective resource management strategies amongst the member states to create 
optimal disaster resilience. Sarkar also highlighted that adaptation to climate change must not 
be understood as a linear process. The adaptation is highly conditioned by social, economic and 
political factors and although often considered a public good the means to it may often worsen 
the problem. For example only a more economically prosperous section of society can use air 
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conditioners to adapt with the effects of climate change. Moreover, large-scale use of air 
conditioners further harms the environment. Therefore, sustainable means of adaptation must 
be explored by BIMSTEC through means such as region-wide policies of crop and livestock 
insurance. Such problems in the region can only be effectively tackled once the environment 
has been made central to the political and economic discourse of all member countries of 
BIMSTEC. 

Business Session III on Enhancing Trade: Engaging Members in BIMSTEC 
Chair: Nilanjan Ghosh, Director, ORF, Kolkata, India 
Speakers: Damaru Ballabha Paudel, Director, BIMSTEC Secretariat, Dhaka, Bangladesh; 
Sujeev Shakya, CEO, BEED Management, Nepal; Suparna Karmakar, Independent researcher, 
Kolkata; Khondaker Golam Moazzem, Research Director, Centre for Policy Dialogue, Dhaka 
Bangladesh; and Suthiphand Chirathivat, Professor Emeritus, Chulalongkorn University 
Bangkok, Thailand. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moving from ecology to economics, the third Business Session of the Colloquium focused on 
trade within BIMSTEC. Chairing the session, Nilanjan Ghosh began the discussion with 
questions on whether economic liberalization was truly beneficial for the region. In this regard, 
he raised the issue of the utility of a BIMSTEC FTA and commenced deliberations on what 
factors in the region could create a congenial environment for trade and investment.  

Damaru Ballabha Paudel put forth that at its inception the objective of BIMSTEC had been to 
create an enabling environment for rapid economic development by collective actions to 
promote peace, progress and prosperity in the region. Presently, out of the 14 areas, trade and 
investment promotion constitute the core of BIMSTEC cooperation. Regional trade statistics 
reveals that within BIMSTEC, while India and Thailand account for substantial portion of the 
regional trade, the other member countries need to substantially increase their commercial 

Business Session III on ‘Enhancing Trade: Engaging Members in BIMSTEC’ 
From left: Suthiphand Chirathivat, Damaru Ballabha Paudel, Sujeev Shakya, 
Nilanjan Ghosh, Suparna Karmakar and Khondaker Golam Moazzem 
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engagement. Thus, there is a need to increase bilateral trade volume amongst member states. 
The success of BIMSTEC FTA which covers progressive elimination of tariffs and non-tariff 
barriers, liberalization of trade and 
services, simplification of customs 
procedures can enhance trade 
engagements. However, it still lacks 
consensus and as BIMSTEC is not a 
substitute but an addition to existing 
economic platforms it must be 
ensured that BIMSTEC FTA does not 
duplicate existing bilateral regional 
and multilateral agreements. 
Rigorous negotiations, are therefore, 
necessary before implementation. 
Presently, the obstacles hindering 
intraregional trade are high tariff rates, lack of connectivity infrastructure, high transaction 
costs and prolonged process of decision making and delayed notification of such decisions 
amongst member countries.  

Sujeev Shakya, projecting a dynamic growth of India’s GDP in the near future, observed that 
India would be at the centre of BIMSTEC’s rejuvenation. Furthermore, considering the 
presence of substantial young population in the member countries, it is hoped that 
technological innovations such as online shopping and payment will characterize the trade in 
the region. Efforts to re-imagine BIMSTEC must also take into account special border 
economic zones in the region which facilitate the movement of people, money and goods, 
reducing transaction costs in the business. Differences in trade in goods and services and 
investments must also be carefully calibrated. The idea of a common BIMSTEC currency, 
however, is contemporarily too ambitious but the possibility of relaxing visa regimes for 
investors may be explored.  

In his turn, Khondaker Golam Moazzem outlined three different patterns of bilateral trade 
existing within the region—trade with larger economies (India and Thailand) both of which 
offer different export commodities; trade with land-locked countries (Nepal and Bhutan), 
which have highest volume of trade with the country sharing their border i.e., India; and trade 
between neighbouring member countries under different trade agreements. However the larger 
economies trade very little with other BIMSTEC countries compared to their trade outside the 
region. For example, India has a high demand for import of natural rubber but it imports little 
over 10 per cent from Thailand although it is the largest exporter of natural rubber in the world. 
Hence, there is need for harmonization of tariff rates and substantial incremental trade potential 
to develop regional value chains. Attention must also be specifically paid to increase the 
limited trade amongst the smaller member countries. Absence of cross-border connectivity 
agreements has led major portion of trade of BIMSTEC member to be conducted through sea 
routes. Robust cross border is a pre-requisite for a successful FTA.  

Damaru Ballabha Paudel speaking at Business Session III on
Enhancing Trade: Engaging Members in BIMSTEC 
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Suparna Karmakar, on the other hand, states that rather than re-endorsing globalization though 
BIMSTEC trade initiatives, the model of ‘Globalization’, which is an amalgamation of ‘global’ 
and ‘local’ would work better for the region. Creation of Special Economic Zones close to the 
borders with cross border BIMSTEC trade centres operating in these zones would develop 
‘glocal value chains’ and subsequently increases trade across the BIMSTEC countries. Such 
systems would also attract more sustainable and viable investment opportunities from the local 
business actors and larger agencies. Such a system may be created along India, Bhutan and 
Nepal border through Sikkim, thereby creating a sort of an economic hub wherein the trade 
within that hub would be considered as a part of the BIMESTC trade. Such an arrangement 
would be beyond bilateralism and also generate interest amongst the local people in 
constituting regional value chains. However, to effectively cultivate such a system, India must 
appear as a compatriot rather than an overwhelming power to the smaller member countries. 
Trade across border regions in local sectors would gradually snowball into region-wide trade. 

Suthiphand Chirathivat, as the last speaker of the session, commented that BIMSTEC is at the 
crossroads with the ongoing global economic outlook marred by synchronization of global 
economic slowdown, erosion of multilateral trading system and, more recently, US–China 
trade disputes and the emergence of British exist (BREXIT) away from the EU. Against this 
background, BIMSTEC countries have to adjust more with the new ground realities which 
would affect their economies, production, trade, value chains, investment and employment. 
Moreover, to truly integrate regional trade it is important to focus on regional value chains and 
reduce the tariff costs in cross-border trade.  

Business Session IV on Historical and Cultural Linkages within BIMSTEC 
Chair: Hari Vasudevan, Visiting Distinguished Fellow, ORF, Kolkata and President, Institute 
of Development Studies Kolkata (IDSK).  
Speakers: Joshua Thomas, Deputy Director, Indian Council of Social Science Research 
(ICSSR), Shillong, India; Ronojoy Sen, Senior Research Fellow, ISAS, NUS, Singapore; and 
Lipi Ghosh, Dean, Faculty of Arts, University of Calcutta, Kolkata, India  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Session IV on ‘Historical and Cultural Linkages within BIMSTEC’ 
From left: Lipi Ghosh, Hari Vasudevan, Ronojoy Sen and Joshua Thomas 
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While contemplating future possibilities, the Colloquium paying due attention to the past 
explored the ancient linkages that had once made the Bay the livelihood of trade and 
connectivity in its last Business Session. Chairing the session, Hari Vasudevan commenced on 
the note that people play an active role in the successful implementation of any policy. 
Therefore, initiatives to reinvigorate BIMSTEC rather than being confined to government 
undertakings must also encompass the people. Hence, there is need to rejuvenate people-to-
people linkages across the Bay and the cultural past of the region provides a conducive 
opportunity for doing so.  

Speaking in this context, the first speaker of the session, Joshua Thomas pointed out that 
cultural connectivity has potential for growth in the region. It can be promoted through 
educational diplomacy wherein universities in the various BIMSTEC member countries can 
offer exchange programmes and scholarships within the region. Exchange of faculty amongst 
the members might also contribute in further dissemination of awareness about the region. 
Joint research projects must also be encouraged. Furthermore, as teaching continues to be 
primarily through European languages, there is need to encourage learning languages of 
neighbouring countries to overcome language barriers. Journals and other forms of publications 
focusing on the developments in the region can also play an effective role in disseminating 
information about developments in the neighbourhood and thereby contribute to increasing 
public awareness about the region and regional organizations like BIMSTEC. Tourism 
diplomacy between member countries also has the potential to contribute significantly in 
improving cultural connectivity. Given the shared cultural past, food and cultural festivals as 
well as religious sites can be developed as major tourist attractions.  

Ronojoy Sen in his presentation delved into the cultural past of the Bay and its littorals, 
highlighting the way in which the Bay had once been the hub of an important trading network 
between India and the countries of Southeast Asia. At the height of the Chola Empire (who 
ruled a part of southern India) trade between India and Southeast Asia was frequent and as the 
natural conduit for the ferry of goods and passengers the Bay was referred to as the ‘Chola 
Lake’. Commodities like spice and textile goods formed the backbone of commerce and the 
transfer of goods eventually led to the exchange of ideas. Naturally, religions such as 
Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam along with cultural practices spread from India to these countries. 
As time moved to the colonial era, the Bay also became an arena of contestation with the 
emergence of European powers like the British, French and Dutch in its waters. Migration of 
soldiers from one colony to another across the Bay added to the interconnectedness of the 
region. However, the end of the colonial era and the onset of nationalism in the newly 
independent littoral countries shifted attention from trade to self-sufficiency and, as a result, the 
Bay receded into isolation. In the latter half of the 19th century however efforts were made by 
notable figures such as Rabindranath Tagore and Periyar E. V. Ramasamy to re-inspire this 
cultural connectivity through their writings and visits. In modern times, BIMSTEC presents an 
unique opportunity to revive these lost linkages between civilizations. 

Zooming in from the Bay to the more specific case of India–Myanmar historical ties and 
cultural connectivity, Lipi Ghosh described the ancient trade routes that existed between 
India’s northeast and Burma or present-day Myanmar primarily along the Southern Silk Route.  
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Migration from Burma to India was particularly prevalent among the tribes of Ahom and 
Khamtis. As a result, a similarity in architecture and culture can be noted between north-
eastern Indian states like Arunachal Pradesh, Tripura and the states of Yangon and Moulmein 
in Myanmar. Against such a backdrop, Ghosh raised specific questions on how tourism can be 
improved between the two countries with help from academia and the private sector and also 
questioned the role of BIMSTEC in this regard.  

Panel Discussion on Media, Assessing the Media: BIMSTEC in Perspective 
Panellists: Saumya Bandopadhayay, Consulting Editor, Prothom Alo (a newspaper of 
Bangladesh), New Delhi, India; Anchalee Kongrut, Assistant News Editor, Bangkok Post, 
Bangkok, Thailand; and Joydeep Gupta, Executive Director, The Third Pole, India. 
Chair: Sajjadur Rahman, Business Editor, Daily Star, Bangladesh  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the Business Sessions, the second day of the Colloquium featured a panel discussion on 
media’s role in BIMSTEC, chaired by Sajjadur Rahman. Drawing attention to the variety of 
cross-regional problems such as poverty, inter country trust deficit and lack of events at a 
multilateral level, Rahman questioned the role of the media in awakening these countries to 
their regional realities and possibilities of BIMSTEC. 

 Saumya Bandyopadhyaya, one of the panellists, identified in this regard certain issues that are 
responsible for the lack of media’s attention in BIMSTEC. Foremost amongst these is that 
regeneration of interest about the organization is a recent phenomenon and may be attributed to 
India’s present focus on developing ties with its eastern neighbourhood and the failure of 
SAARC. While this has generated some attention within the media, there had been a significant 
lack of content since the inception of the organization. Also, while the media has focused on 
several issues like public health, poverty and education, BIMSTEC has not featured in their 
coverage for lack of initiatives, although these are its priority areas of concern. Recent efforts 

Panel Discussion on Media, ‘Assessing the Media: BIMSTEC in Perspective’ 
From left: Saumya Bandopadhayay, Anchalee Kongrut, Sajjadur Rahman and 
Joydeep Gupta 
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of BIMSTEC in disaster management have however been duly showcased by the media. On the 
other hand, the organization can also engage in initiatives such as BIMSTEC games or festivals 
which will help it capture the media’s attention. In a sea of groupings like Indian Ocean Rim 
Association (IORA), Association of South East Asia Nations (ASEAN) and SAARC, 
BIMSTEC must gain momentum in its undertakings to garner media’s interest.  

Anchalee Kongrut, speaking from the viewpoint of Thai media, also noted that BIMSTEC does 
not feature in its coverage even though the media reports on its priority areas of concern. Lack 
of awareness about the organization has pushed BIMSTEC into the sidelines. Inadequate of 
funds and initiatives has only worsened the situation. Under such circumstances, utilizing the 
recent resurgence of interest, BIMSTEC must try to play a more active role in the dynamics 
unfolding in the region. It can strive to facilitate negotiations between Bangladesh and 
Myanmar on the Rohingya issue and engage in creating collaborations for maritime security in 
the face of China’s assertive rise. It can also make efforts to foster cultural bonhomie between 
member countries through festivals and agreements. Such efforts can return media’s attention 
to BIMSTEC.  

Joydeep Gupta further pointed out that it is not the job of the media to promote any grouping 
but to report news. However, it is also not the job of the media to only report developments, as 
investigative journalism also makes it necessary to bring to light the challenges that are 
affecting the region into which BIMSTEC should take a look. Issues such as climate change-
induced migration, desertification of the coastal areas due to over-intensive aquaculture and 
displacement of people from coastal areas due to sea level rise are all issues which require 
transnational collaboration for mitigation, wherein BIMSTEC can contribute significantly. 
Hence, it is also the job of the media to bring such issues to the surface so that they become a 
part of the political agendas of member states. Media, rather than being only reactive, can also 
have a proactive role in the region.   

Interactive Session on Media 
Chair: Subir Bhaumik, Veteran British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) Correspondent, 
Kolkata, India 
Speakers: Soe Myint, Editor-in-Chief and Managing Director, Mizzima Media Company, Myanmar 
and Chandni Jayatilleke, Group Editor Business, Lake House, Colombo, Sri Lanka 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interactive Session on Media 
From left: Chandni Jayatilleke, Subir Bhaumik and Soe Myint 
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In the subsequent Interactive Session on media between Soe Myint and Chandni Jayatilleke, 
Subir Bhaumik as the chair started the session by posing questions on how media is supposed 
to promote BIMSTEC and the potential for such coverage in the member countries. In this 
regard, Jayatilleke speaking from the perspective of Sri Lankan media, noted that news in Sri 
Lanka primarily concentrates on domestic affairs and does not devote much attention to socio-
cultural aspects. However journalists across the BIMSTEC region can strive to corroborate on 
such regional issues to raise public awareness, increase media coverage, and in doing so 
contribute towards increasing cooperation and integration in the region. Very often it so 
happens that owing to domestic turmoil and concerns in many of the countries of this region, 
their respective media does not get the scope to focus on regional developments. Media 
representatives from the BIMSTEC nations could therefore try to create open and informal 
platforms of friendly exchanges through texts and messages to keep each other updated about 
important developments in their countries. 

Moving on with the session, Bhaumik engaged Soe Myint with the question: ‘Is BIMSTEC 
appealing to journalists or the media of Myanmar?’ To this Myint expressed that the answer is 
both a ‘yes’ and a ‘no’. This is because although the journalists of Myanmar lack the content to 
write on BIMSTEC, as the media of a country which is trying to reconnect with its neighbours 
after an era of isolation under military rule, developments in BIMSTEC are important. For 
example, Mizzima Media Group has recently signed a Memorandum of Understanding with 
Prasar Bharati, India’s Public Service Broadcaster. The upcoming agreement will facilitate 
cooperation and collaboration in broadcasting and also envision content-sharing over a wide 
range of genres, including culture, entertainment, education, science, news and sports along 
with other areas of mutual interest. The partnership is expected to enhance quality content as 
well as bilateral ties. At this juncture, Bhaumik makes an intervention by questioning whether 
in a world where the importance of news is determined by its respective media house, can the 
media houses in India have a dedicated regional section. Bhaumik concluded the session on the 
note that there exists disparity in interest between the media of member states to cover each 
others’ developments which can create an impasse in BIMSTEC’s media integration. It is, 
therefore, important that BIMSTEC member countries encourage the creation of a regional 
page in their respective dailies devoted to understanding the developments happening in the 
neighbourhood. 
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Valedictory and Summing up session by C. Raja Mohan, Director, Institute of South Asian 
Studies, National University of Singapore 
Chair: Rakhahari Chatterji, Advisor, ORF, Kolkata 
 
As the second day of the Kolkata 
Colloquium drew to a close, in the 
valedictory session Rakhahari Chatterji 
briefly summarized the main ideas that 
have surfaced through the two-day long 
deliberations. After a dormant existence 
since its inception 20 years ago, it is only 
in recent years that BIMSTEC has 
catapulted to ‘visible determination’ with 
a need for re-integration, as felt by its 
member countries. Amongst economic 
agreements the FTA seems particularly 

necessary for all BIMSTEC members. 
However, despite several rounds of talk, 
the FTA is still short of achieving a 
framework although renewed attempts are now being made to accomplish the same. Focus in 
the region also remains specifically on enhancing bilateral ties and multilateralism is yet to 
gain ground although the countries share common ecological concerns and a shared past. There 
is also need and scope to improve people-to-people connectivity in the region to facilitate 
which tourism diplomacy, student exchange programmes and cross border public health 
initiatives are necessary. As regards the role of the media, it must be noted that BIMSTEC 
must be a more active organization and feature in regional concerns to attract media attention. 
In this regard, it can tap into the rich repository of culture and heritage that the countries share. 
Moving on to India’s role in the region it was argued that the country must refrain from 
assuming a ‘Big brother’ posture in this region and instead project itself as a compatriot and an 
equal partner to other BIMSTEC member countries to reduce trust deficit and work towards 
better integration in the region. To truly integrate the region, rigorous and tenacious initiatives 
by the organization must be complimented by legal sanctions from member countries aided by 
the civil society in case political will is lacking. 
 
In his Valedictory Address, C. Raja 
Mohan stated that renewed interest in 
BIMSTEC is only the beginning of the 
change that is unfolding in the region. 
More initiatives such as the Kolkata 
Colloquium are necessary as it is a break 
from much of India’s Delhi-centric 
foreign policy discourse. Re-imagining 
BIMSTEC is only a part of re-imagining 
the Bay of Bengal since the former is 
only one reflection of what is happening 
in the region. It is interesting to note in 

this regard that although the media does 
not cover the BIMSTEC on a daily basis, 

Rakhahari Chatterji summing up the deliberations of the 
two-day Kolkata Colloquium in the Valedictory Session 

C. Raja Mohan delivering the Valedictory Adress chaired
by Rakhahari Chatterji 
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the Bay of Bengal regularly features in media coverage. The Rohingya issue as well as 
Bangladesh’s economic rise are both global stories. However how the region changes not only 
depends on what is happening in the region but also how the region responds to larger global 
trends that are emerging. It is not realistic to hope that the member countries of BIMSTEC will 
undertake national policies for the benefit of BIMSTEC. These would rather be determined by 
the aspirations, compulsions and circumstances that these countries face in the larger global 
order and the economic, political and strategic choices these countries make which will 
determine the success or failure of BIMSTEC as a whole.   
 
In the colonial era, contestation between the imperial powers as well as the search for spice 
took place in the Bay of Bengal and after British occupation the Bay became the maritime 
theatre through which the Empire was administered. This period thus experienced an expansion 
of the subcontinent’s connectivity with Southeast Asia and Africa amongst other places all 
under the rubric of resources of undivided India driven by the might of Britain. At the end of 
the colonial era, Japan shattered the British dominance in the region. But in the Second World 
War, 1million Indian troops succeeded in driving the Japanese out of the Bay. Subsequently, 
the construction of modern east Asia was founded on the efforts of the Indian soldiers and the 
resources that India offered to restore the British Empire and reverse the Japanese.  

After the war there was a dramatic decline of the region as with the economic choices that the 
Bay littorals made, there was a retreat from globalization. The economic salience of the Bay for 
the rest of the world thus declined. However, factors like economic reforms in 1991 by India, 
the opening up of China before that and that of Myanmar later in the 21st century, the rise of 
China and growth of ASEAN, began stimulating changes in the region. This economic change 
is leading to the recreation of mental maps that once divided the Bay into South and Southeast 
Asia after the Second World War. Chinese economic influence is seeping down amongst the 
littorals of this region. The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is a framework within which China 
is using its resources to build its connectivity with the region. India might oppose the BRI but 
the Indian digital sector is completely exposed to Chinese investments. Japan is also involved 
in infrastructure development in the region. Integration is thus in progress. Also, Bangladesh is 
emerging as one of the fastest growing economies of the world which will alter the economic 
geographies of the region. In such a context, the kind of choices that the BIMSTEC leaders 
make will determine the future of the organization.  

In the spectrum of security, structural changes are taking place in the region. Stakes in the 
Indian Ocean are growing and therefore Chinese presence is also going to grow in these waters. 
‘Confluence of the Two Seas’ (Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean) is going to take place because 
of China’s rise as a maritime power which will in effect determine how the geopolitics of the 
region is going to change. China’s economic modernization has also been accompanied by 
China’s military modernization which has the capacity to influence military development of 
states and strategic developments in the region. Consequences of these are just beginning to be 
felt in the Bay of Bengal. Future deployment of Chinese ships in the Bay is also not a far-
fetched possibility which would result in dramatic structural change in the Bay of Bengal. In 
the next five-year projection, Chinese naval power is most likely to make its presence felt in 
the Bay of Bengal and that will affect all littorals and other stakeholders present in the Bay. 
China supplies arms to Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, therefore there is expansion of Chinese 
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arsenals. India can object to it but it has no alternate to offer. China’s military and economic 
presence in the region is going to grow. Japan is also involved in the region economically and 
is giving military support to Sri Lanka and is also involved in several undertakings with India. 
The Andaman and Nicobar Islands have become important again and Japan might help India 
develop them. Therefore, forgotten geographic and strategic features of the Bay of Bengal are 
making a comeback. There are also doubts about American presence in this region and US 
withdrawal or reduction in their military presence will fundamentally alter the security and 
economic architecture of the region. 

The global trading order is fundamentally changing and every country is making its own 
choices. The options range from moving in favour of more regionalism to engaging in more 
domestic reforms or bringing in more foreign investments. These choices will be made to deal 
with the breakdown of the World Trade Organization liberal trading system. Therefore, 
although BIMSTEC may not make collective decisions but the choices of the individual 
member countries will determine how the region will grow.  

In the purview of connectivity, China, Japan, America and India are all engaging in ways to 
expand connectivity which although creates competition but in effect actually increases the 
choices for the region. But it must be contemplated how far the region is prepared to make 
these choices. Connectivity is a work in progress so there are going to be even more choices 
and BIMSTEC will have a lot of possibilities of engagement. 

Thus, before the Bay is securitized, it must be deliberated if the littorals will work together to 
prevent this securitization. Some of the disputes regarding maritime delimitation of borders has 
already been resolved but there is scope to do more in terms of naval cooperation, confidence-
building measures which would limit a potential return of the great power rivalry in the region. 
It must be remembered that institutions can 
only do as much as its members allow it to 
undertake. However, a lot is also possible in 
the region even without the success of 
negotiated agreements within the institution. 
At this pivotal moment, there is thus room for 
broader thinking and more collaborative 
initiatives which are not tied by narrow 
decision making.  

At the end of the Valedictory Address, Anasua 
Basu Ray Chaudhury delivered the ‘Vote of 
Thanks’, thanking the programme 
collaborators, the speakers and chairs for their participation which is indeed a step towards 
creation of a ‘Bay of Hope’. Thus ended Kolkata Colloquium 2019 on Re-imagining 
BIMSTEC.  

 

Anasua Basu Ray Chaudhury, the coordinator of 
the Kolkata Colloquium giving the Vote of Thanks 
at the close of the programme 
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Media Coverage of Kolkata Colloquium 

  

              

Don’t expect much from BIMSTEC, says Southeast Asia expert Bertil Lintner 
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT 
KOLKATA, DECEMBER 01, 2019 11:38 IST 

 ‘I don’t think any country will accept any kind of regional superstructure,’ he says 

One ‘should not expect much’ from the regional group of south and south east Asian 

countries, Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic 

Cooperation (BIMSTEC). BIMSTEC may still continue to operate as the countries 

‘always need to talk’, but after 22 years of its inception, there is not much left in this 

regional group of seven counties to look forward to, said foremost Southeast and East 

Asia expert, Bertil Lintner. 

‘I am sceptical. People sit in meetings (but) do not draw any grand plan to drive the 

organization forward,’ said Mr Lintner, on the sidelines of a two-day Observer Research 

Foundation (ORF) conference on BIMSTEC. Mr Lintner, who has authored over half a 

dozen books on Myanmar, China, North Korea and ‘Methamphetamine explosion in the 

Golden Triangle’, said that the argument that ‘BIMSTEC took trade negotiations 

forward’ has little merit. 

‘Trade has its own dynamics. Of course, they (BIMSTEC members) can relax customs 

regime or facilitate ports but trade has its own momentum and importantly official trade 

is also informal, which does not reflect anywhere,’ said Mr Lintner, while adding that he 

was equally sceptical about dialogue on security within the BIMSTEC. 

‘I don’t think any country will accept any kind of regional superstructure; they have 

memories of fighting against the colonial rule and thus they would not like to surrender 

their sovereignty to a superstructure. However, I do not mean that it [BIMSTEC] is 

nothing; people always need to talk but one should not expect much from it,’ he said. 

Thus, the BIMSTEC cannot play a role to address the Rohingya, crisis which is affecting 

three of its member countries, Myanmar, India and Bangladesh. Mr Lintner also does not 
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feel that the BIMSTEC as a regional grouping may make any difference to influence 

China in the region. 

‘This is something BIMSTEC members do not talk about openly but there was a 

suspicion. However, I don’t think as a group they can do that [though] people from 

various countries under BIMSTEC umbrella may talk about the issue. But that talk is 

informal, behind the closed doors. It is not structured, formal,’ Mr Lintner noted. 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/dont-expect-much-from-bimstec-says-southeast-asia-

expert-bertil-lintner/article30128911.ece 

 

 

 

 
BIMSTEC and the Media – A Brief Assessment 
Haroon Habib 
  

 
Haroon Habib 

BIMSTEC—the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic 

Cooperation, was formed with lots of hopes and expectations. When the four countries from 

the South and Southeast Asian region first mooted the sub-regional grouping through the 

Bangkok Declaration in 1997, it was widely hailed by the media. The media found the 
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initiative with more positive note after the joining of Myanmar, Nepal and Bhutan in the 

grouping. 

The Bay of Bengal group raised enormous expectations because the region housed 1.5 billion 

people, having combined GDP of $ 3.5 trillion, and such regional and sub-regional partnerships 

have driven growth all over the world.  

After the initial euphoria, and when BIMSTEC had only four Summit-level meetings in last 

two decades, and also when many of its programmes lacked actual implementation, media 

interests started to be partly diminished. Some critics say, BIMSTEC has so far remained a 

mere talking shop; a perception many others wouldn’t subscribe, even though it is yet to 

succeed like those of other such groupings including the ASEAN. 

Media, whose role is to inform, watch, motivate or educate the people, have identified some 

basic snags for the group’s sluggish growth; one of them is the identification of too many areas 

to address, not going for selective viable priority fields. Failing to conclude BIMSTEC FTA, 

pending for long, is an issue being highlighted by the Media. However, FTA is not the lone 

hurdle for BIMSTEC. Its Chamber of Commerce, formed in 2011 in Sri Lanka to promote 

trade, has also failed to make meaningful headway. 

Achieving common goal and aspirations never go without difficulties. Therefore, it is 

important to review the programmes time to time, so that they gather practical perspectives for 

harnessing the maximum opportunities and benefits for the common good.  

The 4th BIMSTEC Summit was held in Kathmandu in 2018. Media, in general, including those 

from Bangladesh, as I recall, saw the Summit as a positive step. The declaration adopted in 

Kathmandu stressed on the exchange of agricultural technology, fight against terrorism, 

reducing impact of climate change, increase trade and investment and ease of visa for member 

states. It also stressed on the reduction of poverty by 2030 in line with the sustainable 

developmental goal. Furthermore, the declaration emphasized the importance of connectivity 

as an important driver for economic integration, among others. 

But much of the goals are yet to get meaningful progression. The hurdles may be quite a few, 

but the lack of political commitment required from among the member states, can be identified 

as the major one.  

Precisely, the expected growth of BIMSTEC was obstructed mainly due to lack of political 

will. Some members, media have rightly pointed out; have not shown the needed political 
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commitment to help the group grow. Some were also accused of not supporting its Secretariat 

with adequate financial and manpower resources.  

However, the media saw the organization getting a major boost as the political leaders met in 

the BRICS Summit in Goa in 2016. When India hosted the first meeting of the BIMSTEC 

National Security Chiefs in New Delhi in March 2017, the media, excepting a few, saw it 

positively, as Summit discussed some traditional and non-traditional security issues, including 

the joint disaster management exercises. 

BIMSTEC has started looking at the Bay as part of its larger maritime strategic space. The 

reasons are clear—plagued by varying security threats, the Bay of Bengal has turned a key 

transit route between the Indian and the Pacific Oceans, impacting all its member-states.  

It is viewed that creating regional value chains, that could feed into global value chains, can 

help BIMSTEC member states take advantage. Integration of women entrepreneurs and 

building innovative business models were suggested, among others. Multimodal connectivity 

and a speedy conclusion of the BIMSTEC FTA along with an effective energy sharing 

mechanism may also have a multiplier effect on trade and investment, some experts say. 

It was stated that besides ASEAN, BIMSTEC is yet another opportunity for India. But, 

practically, it’s not for India alone, but for the whole region. If the regional collaboration 

succeeds, removing the shortcomings, there will be wider scopes for direct connectivity in the 

region, with Southeast Asia via Northeast India and Myanmar, from which Bangladesh may be 

benefited. Besides, the member countries will be able to pursue the major issues of counter-

terrorism and tap untapped resources, which appear to be the major concern today. If the 

grouping emerge stronger, India’s ‘Look East’ and Thailand’s ‘Look West’ policy will 

complement each other, and the land-locked Nepal and Bhutan can also hold the prospect of 

enhancing their connectivity with the rest of the region. 

Media does not plan or execute programmes but collaborate. To the best of our understanding, 

media have always projected that the scopes for developing the region by enhancing intra-

regional trade and investment, and tapping its potential resources, is huge. Except for the crisis 

caused by Myanmar’s decision to ruthlessly drive out a million minority Rohingya people from 

Rakhine state to Bangladesh, BIMSTEC is not having any major bilateral problem. The 

organization is not like the SAARC which is suffering from perennial tensions and mistrusts, 

thus BIMSTEC has the potential to become a productive body. 
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But, unfortunately, in the last two decades, BIMSTEC could not proceed as desired. India, the 

largest member of the group, has been criticized for not providing a strong leadership to it. 

Thailand and Myanmar are criticized for having ignored BIMSTEC in favour of ASEAN. The 

absence of a permanent secretariat and lack of required level of commitment are some of the 

key factors holding the body back. The effect of the formation of another sub-regional group, 

the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) Forum, under the leadership of China, has 

created more doubts about the exclusive potential of BIMSTEC. 

Some officials connected with the BIMSTEC operation in the past have identified the lack of 

media support and public awareness as one of the major shortcomings. Well, media obviously 

can play a complementary role, but they are not the players. The actual players are the Seven 

nations who wanted to promote the idea. 

In the eyes of the Media observers, BIMSTEC has a huge potential to promote intraregional 

trade, investment and counter the security threats involved. They also noticed that despite 

sluggish advancement so far, the hope for a stronger tie is amply visible. 

Needless to say, BIMSTEC needs to engage greater Media attention to support the dream that 

the regional leaders have rightly promoted. And, therefore, setting up of a permanent 

Secretariat with necessary tools to feed the media outlets all over the region, and on a regular 

basis, is important. However, Media’s support will be greater only when the BIMSTEC leaders 

will carry forward the initiative braving the challenges, putting up a stronger political will.  

Abstracts from the paper, presented by Haroon Habib, a senior journalist and writer, at the 

‘Kolkata Colloquium—Re-imaging BIMSTEC’, organized by the Observer Research 

Foundation (ORF), India 

 
https://www.daily-sun.com/amp/post/442532https://www.daily-sun.com/amp/post/442532 
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MIZZIMA KEY CAMPAIGN MIZZIMA WEEKLY NEWSLETTER TV MYANMAR 
 

MIZZIMA MYANMAR NEWS AND INSIGHT 
  
02 December 2019 
  
By Mizzima  
  
28 November 2019 

BIMSTEC chief prioritises disaster 
management 

 

BIMSTEC secretary general M. Shahidul Islam says the Bay of Bengal regional grouping 

should focus on disaster management on a priority basis. 

‘Our member nations face challenges from regular cyclones, earthquakes and floods. India, 

Myanmar, Bangladesh, we all face cyclones in the Bay of Bengal, ... so it would be great to 

have a transregional disaster management structure ,’ Mr Islam said at the inaugural ceremony 

of the  Kolkata Colloquium of the Observer Research Foundation entitled ‘Re-imagining 

BIMSTEC’ . 

‘Cyclones don't recognize national boundaries, neither do floods, so such problems are better 

tackled on a regional basis,’ he said. 
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Chief editor of Mizzima, Soe Myint, speaking on a colloquium event, said BIMSTEC should 

focus on issues like physical connectivity and on developing people-to-people contacts. 

‘It is no good opening new roads, ports, or airports if visa regimes are not eased if tourists are 

not encouraged because they are viewed with suspicion,’ said Soe Myint. 

He said if Myanmar was giving visas on arrival to Indians, India should reciprocate. 

‘That will help our people living in states closer to the Indian border to come to India for 

medical treatment or Buddhist pilgrimage,’ said Soe Myint. 

Leading author Bertil Lintner said regional groupings like BIMSTEC don't get to do much 

because post-colonial leadership and bureaucracies are very conscious of sovereignty. ‘This is 

a reality in Asia but much can still be done if governments had the intent,’ he said. 

Participants said India as the biggest country and economy in BIMSTEC had to take the lead 

and do more than other countries. 

http://www.mizzima.com/article/bimstec-chief-prioritises-disaster-management 
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Academics, policy makers to drive ‘Re-imagining BIMSTEC’ concept 

Wednesday, 27 November 2019 - 01:00 

Finance 

Chandani Jayatilleke 

 

Academics, policy makers, journalists and other stakeholders involved in cross-national issues 
related to the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation 
(BIMSTEC) will gather in Kolkata, India this week. 

The forum from November 28 to 29 will discuss and analyse the brand value of BIMSTEC and 
its opportunities for wider collaborations and focus on understanding the prevalent narratives 
within BIMSTEC. The event named ‘Kolkata Colloquium-Re-imagining BIMSTEC’ has been 
organized by the Observer Research Foundation (ORF), an independent think tank in India in 
collaboration with Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Foundation, New Delhi. 

‘Strong BIMSTEC can be a good stepping stone for cooperation in broader Indo-Pacific 
construction,’ says Dr Anasua Basu Ray Chaudhury, Senior Fellow and Programme 
Coordinator, ORF, Kolkata. 

She adds, ‘When the whole world is at critical strategic crossroads, the BIMSTEC in its own 
way has an opportunity to show some direction.’ 
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The forum is divided into three main business sessions—Connecting Nations within 
BIMSTEC; Climate Change, Disaster Management and BIMSTEC; and Enhancing Trade and 
Cultural Interactions: Engaging Members in BIMSTEC. 

Meanwhile the second meeting of the BIMSTEC Permanent Working Committee (BPWC) 
hosted by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was held in Colombo in October. Sri Lanka is the 
current chair of BIMSTEC. The deliberations were attended by all BIMSTEC member states 
namely, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Thailand and the BIMSTEC 
Secretariat. The meeting was chaired by P. M. Amza Additional Secretary, Economic Affairs 
Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Foreign Secretary Ravinatha Aryasinha noted with concern that BIMSTEC, which entered its 
third decade, is yet to reap benefits of the full socio-economic potential of the region—with 
intraregional trade at only 3.7% and investment approximately 5%. He urged delegations to 
actively seek to understand what holds the organization back—imagination, resources or 
political will. As current BIMSTEC Chair, Sri Lanka saw as crucial re-energizing the 
organization, the early finalization of the BIMSTEC Charter and the rationalization of the 
sectors in order to maximize utilization of resources and to make BIMSTEC a result-oriented 
organization delivering tangible benefits to all its people. Sri Lanka will forge closer 
cooperation, especially in the areas of counter terrorism and transnational crimes. He also 
emphasized the importance of BIMSTEC working closely with various international 
organizations such as the IORA, ASEAN and the ADB. 

https://www.dailynews.lk/2019/11/27/finance/203978/academics-policy-makers-drive-%E2%80%98re-
imagining-bimstec%E2%80%99-concept 
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Has “journalism” become a luxury? 
Sheith Khidhir 

1 December 2019 

 

  This file photo shows journalist Rowena Paraan (L) and a police officer 
  speaking during a lecture about fake news in Philippine Army Camp 
  Jaime Bitong in Baler, Aurora, north of Manila. (AFP Photo) 
 

Recently, on 28 November, Swedish veteran journalist and author Bertil Lintner warned a 
forum in Kolkata (formerly Calcutta), India, that the rampant misinformation being spread on 
social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter was having a negative effect on journalism 
in Myanmar, India and the region. 

Lintner was speaking about the media at the two-day Kolkata Colloquium 2019 organized by 
Observer Research Foundation (ORF) under the title ‘Re-imagining BIMSTEC’. 

The veteran journalist spoke on issues regarding objectivity, balance and the challenge of ‘Fake 
News’ in his presentation and follow-up question time. His main focus, however, was on 
Myanmar. 

He pointed at the earlier challenge of so-called ‘citizen journalism’, saying that it had made 
way for the serious threat posed by misinformation spread quickly through social media. 

He was quoted by local Myanmar media as saying, ‘I was actually in Kolkata a few years ago 
at a conference about the media and made myself extremely unpopular at that conference 
because I criticized something that was very much al a mode at that time: citizen journalists, 
citizen journalism.’  
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‘Everyone has the right to be a journalist and could be a journalist. But what I argued was 
being a journalist is a profession. It’s a job. It’s a trade like any other profession. Like being an 
electrician, a carpenter or an architect. It is nothing that anyone just can do. It needs training. It 
needs experience. I said that I wouldn’t want to be in an aeroplane flown by a citizen pilot nor 
would I like to have my teeth fixed by a citizen dentist. This is how serious it is,’ Lintner 
observed. 

He stressed that while people had the right to write and say what they want; it should not be 
mixed up with journalism. 

‘This was a couple of years ago. Today I actually believe that the tide has changed. There is 
much more criticism coming up about and against the main platform for so-called citizen 
journalism, social media, especially Facebook. And it is a threat here to the independent media 
from social media,’ he said. 

 

Source: Reporters Without Borders 

If not social media, then where? 

During the Colloquium, one speaker had pointed out that there had been concerns expressed 
about media freedom in the region and in India, with the latter ranking poorly in the media 
freedom index. In fact, India had ranked 140 out of 180 countries in the Reporters Without 
Borders’ 2019 World Press Freedom Index. Myanmar ranked just two spots better at 138. 

While fake news is certainly a matter of serious concern, and this is especially true nowadays 
where information or misinformation can be spread with the click of a button, the question of 
an oppressed media in the Southeast Asian region complicates matters further. 

On the topic of Myanmar, it is noteworthy to mention the case involving two Reuters 
journalists—Wa Lone and KyawSoeOo.  

The case has already become infamous, both in the region and across most of the world. The 
journalists were arrested in December 2017 for allegedly accepting secret documents from the 
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police in connection to a story they were working on. Had they been convicted under the 
Official Secrets Act—a colonial law implemented during the British occupation of Myanmar—
the two journalists could have faced up to 14 years in jail. 

While the case shows a clampdown on transparent journalism, it is also worth mentioning that 
even clampdowns on the internet can happen from time to time.  

On 21 June, the government of Myanmar ordered mobile phone operators in the country to shut 
down all internet data across at least eight townships in Rakhine and one in neighbouring Chin 
state. United Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur to Myanmar, Yanghee Lee expressed serious 
concerns regarding the blackout, saying that it could be cover for ‘gross human rights 
violations’ in an area where a brutal army crackdown had already forced hundreds of thousands 
of Rohingya to flee. 

Fake news is a dangerous thing. In India, the spread of fake news has led to numerous lynching 
incidents. Nevertheless, in a region where true journalism is either largely controlled or 
completely shut down, social media provides an avenue for people to tell their family and 
friends about - “what is happening”- and often times, that’s all many here have to go on.  

https://theaseanpost.com/article/has-journalism-become-luxury 
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Global Watch  
BIMSTEC NATIONS IDENTIFY SPHERES OF CO-OPERATION 
29 November  2019 Partha Roy  

Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi -SECTORAL Technical & Economic Cooperation is 
dedicated to create an enabling environment for rapid economic development through 
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identification and implementation of specific cooperation in various sectors. These are trade, 
investment, industry, technology, human resource development, tourism, agriculture, energy, 
infrastructure and transportation, transport and communication, agriculture, fisheries, counter 
terrorism and transnational crime, environment and disaster management, climate change, 
public health, poverty alleviation, culture and people-to-people contact. The main objective of 
the BIMSTEC was detailed by M. Shadul Islam, Secretary General of the Dhaka headquartered 
organization at Kolkata Colloquium held on 28 and 29 November. BIMSTEC comprises 
Bangladesh, India, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Nepal and Bhutan. Fourteen priority sectors 
of cooperation have been identified and several BIMSTEC centres have been established to 
focus on those sectors. The initial emphasis on project-based cooperation has been shifted to a 
rule- and institution-based cooperation format. A number of agreements and MOUs were 
initiated to provide legal framework for cooperation, the most notable one being the 
Framework Agreement on BIMSTEC Free Trade Area in 2004 providing negotiating specific 
agreements to eliminate tariffs and non-tariff barriers, liberalize trade in services, establish an 
open and competitive investment regime, and establish effective trade and investment 
facilitating measures, including simplification of customs procedures, facilitation of visa for 
businessmen and development of mutual recognition arrangements. In 2014, BIMSTEC 
established its permanent secretariat in Dhaka which gave a formal structure to this regional 
forum, he said. BIMSTEC received new impetus when BIMSTEC Leaders were invited to a 
Leaders’ Retreat organized alongside BRICS Summit held in Goa in October 2016. At the Goa 
Retreat, the Leaders reiterated their strong political commitment to make the organization 
stronger, more effective and result-oriented, and recommended a 17-point Agenda of Action. 
Since then, BIMSTEC began to hold meetings more regularly and resumed negotiations to 
conclude pending agreements including BIMSTEC FTA. Riding on the new momentum, the  
Fourth BIMSTEC Summit held in Kathmandu in 2018 took a number of important decisions to 
rationalize and consolidate BIMSTEC’s operational modalities and institutional structure. The 
Summit decided to draft BIMSTEC Charter, establish a BIMSTEC Development Fund, and 
review and rationalize the 14 sectors of cooperation to bring focus in BIMSTEC’s work. The 
topics selected for the Colloquium—connectivity, trade, climate change and disaster 
management, cultural linkages— were some of the most relevant areas of BIMSTEC 
cooperation. Two sessions had been devoted to media, because the role of media will be crucial 
in both re-imagining and re-imaging BIMSTEC. The first area to receive renewed attention of 
member states is the economic dimension of cooperation, which is the raison d’etre of 
BIMSTEC. The success of other regional organizations like EU and ASEAN are often 
measured by the role they have played in promoting intra-regional trade and investment. 
BIMSTEC with more than 1.6 billion people and a combined GDP of over 3 trillion US dollars 
is one of the fastest growing regions in the world. But these countries do 94% of their 
international trade with non-members of BIMSTEC, and the remaining 6% trade take place 
within themselves, compared to 24% for ASEAN and 64% for EU. The BIMSTEC Trade 
Negotiating Committee has held 21 rounds of negotiations to finalize the text of the Agreement 
on Trade in Goods but to no avail. BIMSTEC needs to conclude the long-awaited BIMSTEC 
Free Trade Area without further delay because that will constitute the crucial first step towards 
economic integration of the region. In addition, trade facilitation measures such as 
simplification of customs procedures, business visa facilitation and mutual recognition 
arrangements should be put in place. BIMSTEC region is one of the least connected regions in 
the world. The importance of connectivity was aptly captured by the prime minister of India in 
his speech at the Fourth BIMSTEC Summit, and I quote, ‘I believe that the biggest opportunity 
is connectivity—trade connectivity, economic connectivity, transport connectivity, digital 
connectivity, [and] people-to-people connectivity.’ Unquote. BIMSTEC must leverage on its 
unique geographical location to act as the bridge between South and Southeast Asia by 
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strengthening physical, economic and people-to-people connectivity. The hon’ble prime 
minister of Thailand in the Fourth BIMSTEC Summit stated that BIMSTEC should aim for a 
road network to transport people, goods and services as well as harmonization of rules and 
regulations to accommodate seamless movement from India to the east coast of Vietnam in the 
shortest possible time. The ADB-assisted study titled ‘BIMSTEC Transport Connectivity 
Master Plan’ and the proposed BIMSTEC Motor Vehicle Agreement[1]  will greatly help in 
realizing this vision.     
http://www.ebangla.in/bimstec-nations-identify-spheres-of-co-operation/ 

 

 

 

 

বাংলােদশ 

েরািহ া সমসয্া dত সমাধােনর তািগদ বাংলােদেশর 

pিতিনিধ, কলকাতা 

28নেভmর 2019, 20:49 

আপেডট: 28নেভmর 2019, 20:52 

  1 

সেmলেন ভাষণ েদন িবমসেটেকর েসেkটািরেজনােরল শহী ল iসলাম। কলকাতা, 28নেভmর। ছিব: ভাsর মুখািজর্  িবমসেটক 

সেmলেন বাংলােদেশর পk েথেক বলা হেয়েছ, dত েরািহ া সমসয্ার সমাধান করেত না পারেল বে াপসাগরীয় a েল আশার বদেল 

আশ া মাথা চাড়া িদেত বাধয্ হেব। আজ বৃহsিতবার সকােল ভারেতর কলকাতায় িদন বয্াপী e সেmলন  হেয়েছ।  

সেmলেন বাংলােদেশর পেk েরািহ া iসুয্েত eকথা বেলন বাংলােদশ iনিsিটuট aব েডেভলপেমn sািডেজর (িব আi িড eস) 

িসিনয়র েফেলা নাজনীন আহেমদ।  
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নাজনীন আহেমদ বেলন, িবমসেটক ভুk েদশ েলা েক পরsেরর সমসয্া o sশর্কাতরতা েক t িদেত হেব। না হেল সহেযািগতার 

বাতাবরণ ন  হেয় িনরাপtার িবষয়িট ঝঁুিকর কারণ হেয় দাঁড়ােব। িতিন সরাসির েরািহ া সমসয্ার aবতারণা কের বেলন, েগা ী ভুk েদেশর 

ei িবষয়িট dত aনুধাবন কের েরািহ া সমসয্ার সমাধান করেত হেব। না হেল বে াপসাগরীয় a েল আশার বদেল আশ া মাথা চাড়া 

িদেত বাধয্ হেব।  

কলকাতার eকিট aিভজাত েহােটেল িবমসেটক তথা েব aবেব ল iিনিশেয়িটভ ফর মািlেসkরাল, েটকিনকয্াল aয্াn iেকানিমকেকা–

aপােরশেনর ei সেmলন হেc। eেত ei েজাট ভুk সাত েদশ বাংলােদশ, ভারত, িময়ানমার, ল া, থাiলয্াn, ভুটান o েনপােলর 

pিতিনিধরা aংশ িনেয়েছন। eেত sাগত ভাষণ েদন aবজারভারিরসাচর্  ফাuেnশন, কলকাতার পিরচালক নীলা ন েঘাষ।  

আেলাচনা সভায় িবমসেটেকর েসেkটাির েজনােরল (বাংলােদিশ) শহী ল iসলাম বেলন, বে াপসাগরীয় a েল pাকৃিতক িবপযর্য় 

বয্বsাপনার সমি  গত সহেযািগতার pেয়াজন। িবমসেটক ভুk েদশ েলার িবষয়িট েভেব েদখেত হেব। ei েজােটর সহেযািগতা o 

agগিতর িবষয় েলার dত সমাধান করা pেয়াজন। িকn ঃেখর িবষয়, নানা কারেণ তা সmব হেc না; যিদ o সাmpিতক কােল 

সহেযািগতার েkেt িকছুটা গিত স ািরত হেয়েছ।  

িবমসেটেকর ei সেmলেন েযাগ িদেয়েছন ভারেতর সােবক kটনীিতক িপনাক র ন চkবত , iনিsিটuট aব সাuথ eিশয়ান sািডেজর 

পিরচালক িসরাজা েমাহন, aবজারভার িরসাচর্  ফাuেnশেনর েচয়ার ময্ান স য় েযাশী, িময়ান মােরর sয্ােটিজক aয্াn inারনয্াশনাল 

sািডেজর সদ সয্থান হােতর, জামর্ািন iনিsিটuট ফর inারনয্াশনাল aয্াn িসিকuিরিট aয্ােফয়ােসর্র গেবষক িkি য়ান oয়াগনার, ei 

সংsার শীষর্ক মর্কতর্ া হািরবাটিডটার, থাiলয্ােnর eিশয়া েসnােরর িনবর্াহী পিরচালক রিবন রাম চরণ, যুkত রােজয্র eিশয়া পয্ািসিফক 

েpাgােমর েফেলা গােরট pাi, বাংলােদেশর সাংসদ নািহম রাjাক, বাংলা েদেশর েসnার ফর পিলিসডায়াল েগরির সাচর্  িডেরkর খnকার 

েগালাম েমায়ােjম pমুখ।  

 

https://www.prothomalo.com/bangladesh/article/1626720/%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%8B%E0%
A6%B9%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%99%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE-
%E0%A6%A6%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%A4-
%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%AE%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A7%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E
0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0-
%E0%A6%A4%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%97%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A6-
%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%82%E0%A6%B2%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A6%E0
%A7%87%E0%A6%B6%E0%A7%87%E0%A6%B0 
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েরািহ া: সিkয় হেত পাের িবমেsক 
িনজs সংবাদদাতা 

29 নেভmর, 2019, 03:57:10 

েশষ আপেডট: 29নেভmর, 2019, 04:08:36 

 

—ফাiল িচtর 

বাংলা েদশ আিজর্  জানােল েরািহ া শরণাথ েদর েদেশ েফরােনার িবষেয় মায়ান মােরর সে  kটৈনিতক েদৗতয্  করেত পাের 

বে াপসাগর সংলg 7িট েদেশর সংগঠন  িবমেsক। সংগঠেনর মহাসিচব eম শিহ ল iসলাম বৃহsিতবার কলকাতায় বেলন, ‘‘বাংলােদশ 

o মায়ানমার, i েদশi িবমেsেকর সদসয্। বাংলা েদশ আনু ািনক ভােব psাব িদেল িবমেsক eেগােনার কথা ভাবেব।’’ 

বাংলা েদেশর pধানমntী েশখ হািসনা সmpিত বেলেছন— ধু বাংলা েদশনয়, েগাটা দিkণ eিশয়া a েলর িনরাপtার পেk মs ঝঁুিক 

েরািহ া শরণাথ রা। pিতেবশী েদশ িলর পাশাপািশ আিসয়ান, িবমেsেকর মেতা আ িলক সংগঠন  িলেক o  মায়ানমােরর o পর 

চাপসৃি করেত আিজর্  জািনেয়েছন বাংলা েদেশর িবেদশমntী eেক আbুল েমােমন। িদিlেতা ব  িদন ধেরi িনরাপtার পেk ঝঁুিক বেল মেন 

কের েরািহ ােদর। মায়ানমার েছেড় আসা pায় 10 লk েরািহ া শরণাথ  eখন বাংলােদেশর িবিভn িশিবের রেয়েছন। ভারেত o eেসেছন 

কেয়ক হাজার েরািহ া। ঢাকার aিভেযাগ, ’বছের eেঁদর েফরত েনoয়ার েকান o সিদcা মায়ানমার pশাসন েদখায়িন। িবমেsেকর মহা 

সিচবশিহ লi সলাম িনেজoবাংলােদেশরkটনীিতক।িতিনবেলন, ‘‘েঢেল সাজােনার পের িবমেsক eখন aেনকগিতশীল।  aথর্ৈনিতক 

সহেযািগতা,  েযাগােযাগ বৃিd েথেক িনরাপtা—নানা েkেt সিkয় হেয়েছ িবমেsক। ঢাকা চাiেল েরািহ া িনেয় o তৎপরহেতপাের।’’ 

ভারত o পািকsােনর মেনা মািলেনয্ সাকর্  সংগঠনিট কাযর্ত বn হেয় যাoয়ার পেরিবমেsক (েবaবেব লiিনিসেয়িটভফরমািl-েসkরাল 

েটকিনকাল aয্াn iেকানিমকেকা aপােরশন)- eর কােজর পিরিধবািড়েয় তােক কমর্ kম কের েতালার েচ া হেc। সদসয্ েদশ ভারত, 
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বাংলােদশ, েনপাল, ভুটান, ল া, তাiলয্াn o মায়ানমার। ‘নব েপিবমেsক’ নােম ’িদেনর eকিট আেলাচনা সভায় aংশিনেত 

কলকাতায় e েসেছন সদসয্েদশ িলর kটনীিতক o সাংবািদেকরা। uেদয্াkা aবজ়াভর্ ার িরসাচর্  ফাuেnশেনর িডেরkর 

নীলা নেঘাষবেলন, ‘‘িচন-মািকর্ নবািণজয্-যুেdর পিরিsিতেত aিভn aথর্ৈনিতক bক িহেসেব সাফলয্ েপেত পাের িবমেsক। মুk 

বািণজয্চুিkেতা িহমৈশেলর চূড়ামাt।’’বkারা জানান, aিভn সড়ক o েরল েযাগা েযাগ িনেয় েবশ  িকছু t পূণর্ psাব রেয়েছ 

িবমেsেকর। তারপের o সংগঠনিট eতিদন েকন েসভােব পাখা েমেলিন, তা িবsেয়র। pাkন kটৈনিতক িপনাক র ন চkবত বেলন—

বড় শিk িহেসেব ভারত েবিশ লাভবান হেব, েছাট সদসয্ েদশ িলর eমন আশ াi হয়েতা eজনয্ দায়ী। তেব ei ভয় র  করেত 

িবমেsেকর েখাল-নলেচব  দেল েফলা হেয়েছ। চলার গিত eবার বাড়েবi।   

https://www.anandabazar.com/international/bimstec-may-start-discussion-with-myanmar-on-
rohingya-isssue-1.1076470 
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